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Would you like to know how to grow and care for an orchid? To many people, looking after an orchid

is a mystery. I was one of those people. I didn't understand why my orchids weren't blooming, and if

they did, why the blooms would last just weeks rather than months. I've experienced my share of

joys and frustrations growing this gorgeous flower. I've read numerous books, talked to experienced

growers, and watched many tutorials on how to grow and care for them. Through these years of

learning and experimenting, I've been able to replicate the long blooms and eradicate the premature

losses. This book is designed to help complete beginners grow, care for, and ultimately understand

the orchid. Here's a preview of what you'll learn: The different types of orchids The easiest orchids

to grow for beginners Which tools to use for orchid care The ideal conditions for optimal orchid

growth How to pot and repot your orchid The pests and diseases to look out for Why blooms fail My

top tips to orchid success Further orchid resources And much more! Download your copy today to

receive all of this information!
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This is a nice, short and simple care book for Orchids. It answered a lot of my questions and gave

me a lot of info on taking care of the plants I already have. I have two Orchids and I had no idea

what to do with them, especially after they bloomed. This gives a lot of information on caring for

them through different cycles of their life, how to trim them, re-pot them and general care. It doesn't

go in depth with any diseases or health concerns but it does give a lot of info on keeping your



already healthy plant happy and strong.Orchids are not cheap plants, and they can be tricky to care

for if you don't know what you're doing. I have watched a lot of Youtube videos on care, but I felt like

the 15 minutes I took to read this gave me more info than I've found elsewhere. If you are going to

invest in one of these beautiful plants, I do believe it would be beneficial to read this book. It's short,

simple and very informative. Totally worth it.

The book shares the steps by step guide in taking care orchids plants. It seem very easy to grow

this kind of plant but without proper knowledge and preparation you wont probably see your orchid

plant bear beautiful flowers.

She assumes that you know the very things you bought a book to find out! Gives elaborate

instructions for the different types of "soil" to use for different kinds of orchids, but never defines

those different kinds OR provide pictures. A beginner needs photos or drawings and clear

definitions. This book is for orchid nerds, not beginners.

It's the cover the draws you in obviously. Orchids are after all, all about the colors, and that striking

presence. But growing orchids comes nowhere close to that. There are an incredible variety of

orchids, and they need an awful lot of care when they are young.The book is no encyclopedia about

orchids, it's not meant to be. It's about the tips and tricks needed for growing 'your first orchid'. The

book succinctly describes and summarizes for a person growing orchids for the first time, the

varieties of orchids and their specificity and a basic understanding that is needed by a gardener to

differentiate their needs and demands. The book also does a quick summary of all the tools that that

required for gardening, their use for growing orchids.It also introduces the reader to the pests and

diseases that orchids are susceptible to. If you plan to start gardening and growing orchids this book

shall help you get long way. It has certainly helped enriched my understanding about orchids and

I'm looking forward to experiment more with this new found interest.

An Orchid Book that shows you thoroughly how you can grow orchids in your GARDEN. This was

very helpful. This book's information is concise, precise, and clear. It offers good quality and great

reference which what I admire the most about this book.I now have four Phalaenopsis, white, white

shaded with pale pink, vibrant pink and a beautiful rich blue although the colour is fading from the

blooms!



helpful, definitely for a beginner, it is worth the $0.99 for kindle version but I would not pay much

more unless this really is your first orchid
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